
2022 SPRING BREAK SAFARI 
SCAVENGER HUNT 
 
BLUFF VIEW ART 
DISTRICT 
 
QUESTIONS 

 
 
 
  

1. Walking past Rembrandt’s there’s a small little alley– nooks, crannies and beauty all 
around me. In the middle, you’ll see frogs surrounding a pond. Looking past that is a 
window beyond. Observe through that window, a kitchen for baking. These artisans 
are craftsmen that specialize in pastries. 

2. Head toward the Maclellan House- our inn with the big red door. If you walk toward 
the water, you’ll smell coffee more and more. Nestled low in a hollow, you can 
barely see me. Venture close to the building, what business are we? 

3. There are secrets inside, those we cannot tell. Find flour footprints and you will do 
well. The dough keeps rising from the loaves we are making. As you walk through 
the District, you’ll smell what we’re baking.  

4. In an old carriage house, centered around Italy– you will find homemade meatballs 
from a family recipe in Sicily. Homemade, fresh pasta is the claim to our fame. 
Maybe for lunch you could enjoy the same? 

5. Grab a cup of coffee, sandwich and a sweet- out on the patio you can take a seat. 
House-roasted coffee and pastries acclaimed, much like the European artist for 
whom we are named. 

 
All items are located throughout the Bluff View Art District, no admission required. 

ANSWERS 
1) Rembrandt’s Pastry Kitchen 2) Rembrandt’s Roasting Company 3) Bluff View Bakery 4) Tony’s Pasta Shop 5) 
Rembrandt’s Coffee House 

 



2022 SPRING BREAK SAFARI 
SCAVENGER HUNT 
 
CHATTANOOGA  
ZOO 
 

QUESTIONS 
 
 
 

ANSWERS 
1) Chattanooga Zoo Chimpanzee logo 2) Tree Frog Gate 3) Gift Shop 4) Animal Parking Signs 

1. Inside this classic green logo (of which we are a fan), find a primate friend 
swinging by his hand! 

2. This colorful amphibian outside is standing tall, but inside the Zoo, he’s really 
quite small!  

3. Inside this building are creatures great and small…they’re not real, so guests can 
collect them all!  

4. The wisest of them all, these animals help show you where you left your car, just 
in case you get lost and walk too far!  

 
All items are located outside of the Chattanooga Zoo entrance, no admission required. 
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1. I'm round and bright and tied to a string. Head in front of the museum to find me! 
2. This exhibit you can see through the big glass windows very easily! 
3. We appreciate all who donate to CDM! Here you can find some of their names 

and thank them! 
4. Some people walk, some come in a car. Some ride their bikes and here is where 

they'd park. 
5. Look through me and you can see planets, the moon and stars that shine brightly! 

 
All items are located outside of the Creative Discovery Museum entrance, no admission required. 

 
 

ANSWERS 
1) Balloons in front of the museum   2) RiverPlay   3) Donor Bubbles   4) Bike rack   5)Telescope 



2022 SPRING BREAK SAFARI 
SCAVENGER HUNT   
 
HUNTER MUSEUM OF 
AMERICAN ART 
 
QUESTIONS 
 
 
  

ANSWERS 
1) Brower Hatcher, Sanctuary/outdoor sculpture garden   2) Alexander Calder, Pregnant Whale/outside entrance   
3) Tom Otterness, Free Money/outside entrance   4) John Dreyfuss, Full Count/outdoor sculpture garden   5) Red 
Grooms, Lindy Hop/outdoor sculpture garden 

1. Stand in the middle of this sculpture and look up; Floating above you elements of 
life to create a magical space 

2. Different shapes and colors piled on top of another; Forming the shape of an 
animal about to become a mother 

3. Money may not buy happiness, but this dancing couple seems pretty cheery 
dancing on a bag of currency 

4. One two three strikes for baseball; Stand next to the catcher and you can feel tall 
5. Going down for a dip, moving together so smooth; All the beat of a jazz groove 

 
All items are located outside of the Hunter Museum of American Art entrance, no admission required. 
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ANSWERS 
1) February 22, 2020  2) 13   3) Patriotism, Citizenship, Courage, Integrity, Sacrifice, Commitment   4) Army, Marine 
Corps, Navy, Air Force, or Coast Guard   5) Andrews’ Raiders 

1. We’re a new museum! Can you find our date of dedication? 
2. Find the logo! How many white stars do you see? 
3. There are six character traits and values of the Medal of Honor. Find them on the 

banner!  
4. Anyone can buy a brick to dedicate a special hero in their own life! Using the bricks, 

name one of the branches of the military.  
5. Chattanooga is considered the “Birthplace of the Medal of Honor.” What was the 

name of the group who received the first Medals of Honor during the Civil War? You 
can find this in the lobby or by asking at the ticket desk!  

 
All items are located outside of the National Medal of Honor Heritage Center entrance, no admission 
required. 
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ANSWERS 
1) Northern Mockingbird   2) Red Wolves   3) Overcup Oak   4) Spring Ephemerals   5) Tuliptree   6) The Power Pod 

1. Can you find Tennessee’s state bird? With white and grey feathers, it lives in 
Chattanooga year-round unlike some other birds you can only find here in the 
spring.  

2. Can you hear the howl of the most endangered canid in the world? We have to 
leave them alone during breeding season but if you’re lucky you’ll hear the whole 
pack howl. What animal is it? 

3. Find the largest tree in the wetland. You might be able to get up close and find a 
label to help you identify it. What is its common name?  

4. Find a type of flower that only blooms for a couple of weeks in the spring. There 
are several of these in the courtyard garden behind the welcome center. Enjoy 
the covered porch and walk through the gravel paths to get a closer look. What 
kind of flowers are these? 

5. Find the state tree of Tennessee. It is also the largest member of the Magnolia 
Family. What is the common name? 

6. Explore the Nature PlayScape and find a play pod with a huge rock that allows you 
to get more sun than any of the other pods. What is it called?  

 
All items are located outside of the Reflection Riding Arboretum & Nature Center entrance, no 
admission required. 
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ANSWERS 
1) The original roundhouse gate entrance   2) Starbucks   3) Cornerstone gift shop 4) Birdhouse 
5) Directional sign in the parking lot near the ticket desk 

1. This was the original ticketing entrance into the park. 
2. This is where baristas work. 
3. This is where you can purchase Rock City souvenirs. 
4. This iconic object mimics the See Rock City barns. 
5. Look for this sign that points you in the right direction. 

 
All items are located outside of the Rock City entrance, no admission required. 
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1. Can you spot the place where guests can soar through the trees? 
2. Where is the view finder located that is equipped with special lens to help people 

with color blindness see true colors? 
3. Can you find the plaque with a quote from Leo Lambert’s journal about his 

discovery of Ruby Falls? What did Leo write? 
4. Can you discover the stone arch where millions of guests have taken a photo to 

remind themselves of “My Trip Through Ruby Falls?” 
5. Find the front steps of the historic Ruby Falls Castle and take a guess where all of 

the stones came from that made the castle. 
 
The Ruby Falls Scavenger Hunt locations are only accessible to guests who have purchased a ticket. 
 
 

ANSWERS 
1) High Point Zip Adventure 2) Blue Heron Overlook 3) On the front porch of Ruby Falls Castle 4) Next to the 
Castle 5) The castle is made from limestone excavated during construction of the elevator shaft that goes deep 
into Lookout Mountain 
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ANSWERS 
1) On medallions adorning the River Journey exterior and lobby   2) The Nashville and Chattanooga, completed in 
1854   3) Dragonfly Sculpture 4) Bronze statue at the corner of Chestnut and Riverfront Parkway   5) Aquarium 
Plaza Bridges 

5. Etched in Stone. Where can you find 53 stories that trace Chattanooga’s history? 
6. Choo-Choo! Hit the bricks and find a tribute to the first railroad in TN. What line 

was it? 
7. Here There Be Dragon(flies). Can you find the sculpture of a four-winged insect 

that’s even bigger than you are?  
8. Bronze Tribute. Can you locate the statue that pays homage to Native Americans? 
9. All Bottled Up. Can you find the clever way Chattanooga’s history with Coca-Cola 

has been worked into the Aquarium plaza? 
 
All items are located outside of the Tennessee Aquarium entrance, no admission required. 
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ANSWERS 
1) Framed photo of "The General" inside depot – from Great Locomotive Chase fame   2) Waiting bench in the 
depot   3) Date nails used to mark ties   4) Conductor   5) Locomotive #5288, originally from the Canadian 
National Railway 

1. If you "chase" this down, you'll find this "framed" locomotive is very famous. 
2. Take a load off and rest on this. 
3. Need a date? Look at this wall display for plenty! 
4. When boarding the train, who punches your tickets? 
5. Which large black locomotive is from the "Great White North?" 

 
All items are located outside of the Tennessee Valley Railroad Museum entrance, no admission 
required. 
 


